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JUST CLOSE ENOUGH Delmarva Publications, Inc.
A selection of texts by Elizabeth Gaskell, accompanied by
annotations. It brings together Gaskell academics to provide readers
with scholarship on her work and seeks to bring the crusading spirit
and genius of the writer into the 21st century to take her place as a
major Victorian writer.
Harlequin Historical January 2016 - Box Set 1
of 2 Menomonee Falls, Wis. : Record Research
If you’ve ever questioned your decisions as a
partner or parent, then this story of
forgiveness triumphing over self-doubt is for
you... Emelia Taylor, a plus-sized single mom,
and her four-year-old daughter, Quinn, are on
the run from Emelia’s abusive boyfriend, Gary.
Emelia and Quinn eventually land in the quaint,
Hallmark-esque, bayfront town of Edenton, North
Carolina. Soon after arriving, they find refuge
at Redemption Ranch—a place where people and
horses alike can find redemption from whatever
ills life has thrown their way. Or so they
think. Luke Herring is a former Marine plagued
with demons from his past. He lives at
Redemption Ranch, hoping the ranch will help
him rid his mind and body of memories he’d
rather forget. Luke and the ranch’s other
residents, including Callie Andrews—who, like
Emelia, escaped an abusive household—show
Emelia and Quinn how to care for the ranch’s
horses, many of which are also recovering from
abuse. Luke hopes for a deeper relationship
with Emelia. But with Luke still recovering and
with Gary lurking around the ranch, endangering
its residents, Luke and Emelia keep each other
at arm’s length so as not to endanger each
other. As they navigate their blossoming
friendship, will they find the safety,
security, and love they both have longed for
and allow God to heal their hearts? Or when
tragedy strikes, will it drive a wedge further
between them? Find out here, in Book 2 of the
Edenton Bay Romance Series. WARNING: Finding
Redemption Ranch is a work of fiction in which
a woman struggles to escape an abusive
relationship. As such, this book necessarily
contains language and scenarios related to
physical and emotional abuse, which might be
triggering for some audiences. Reader

discretion is advised.
Classics Authors Super Set Serie 2 (Shandon Press) Oregan
Publishing
"Ambitious, sly, and lethally intelligent, Gideon Hawthorne has
spent his life clawing his way up from the gutter. For the last
ten years, he's acted as the Duke of Windemere's fixer,
performing the duke's dirty work without question. Now
Gideon's ready to quit the duke's service and work solely for
himself. But Windermere tempts Gideon with an irresistible
offer: one last task for Messalina Greycourt's hand in marriage.
Witty, vivacious Messalina Greycourt has her pick of suitors,
so when her uncle demands Messalina marry Mr. Hawthorne,
she is appalled. But Gideon offers her a devil's bargain of his
own: protection and freedom in exchange for a true marriage.
Messalina feigns agreement and plots to escape their deal.
Only the more time she spends with Gideon, the more her
fierce, loyal husband arouses her affections. But will Gideon's
final deed for Windemere destroy the love growing between
them?"--

90 Masterpieces You Must Read (Vol.2) John Hunt Publishing
This book contains the following works with an Active Table of
Contents - Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell : The Complete Novels -
Thomas Hardy : The Complete Novels - Nathaniel Hawthorne : The
Complete Novels - Victor Hugo: The Complete Novels - Robert Louis
Stevenson: The Complete Novels - Rudyard Kipling : The Complete
Novels and Stories - H. P. Lovecraft : The complete Collection - Edgar
Allan Poe : The Complete Tales And Poems - Mary Shelley : The
Complete Novels - H. G. Wells : The Classics Novels and Short Stories
- Oscar Wilde : The Complete Collection Also available : Classics
Authors Super Set Serie 1 (Shandon Press) 50 Masterpieces you have
to read before you die Vol: 1 Shandon Press 50 Masterpieces you have
to read before you die Vol: 2 Shandon Press 50 Masterpieces you have
to read before you die Vol: 3 Shandon Press
When a Rogue Meets His Match Harlequin
Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles at a great value,
available now! Enjoy these suspenseful romances of danger and faith.
PERFECT ALIBI by Melody Carlson When her friend is murdered,
Mallory Myers finds herself on the suspect list. Can she clear her
name and stay alive with the help of the local fire chief?
SUBMERGED Mountain Cove by Elizabeth Goddard When Cobie
MacBride seeks answers about her father's disappearance, she
quickly lands in danger. Can she let herself accept help from Adam
Warren, the man she blames for her brother's death? CHRISTMAS IN
HIDING by Cate Nolan With her cover blown, protected witness Callie
Martin must go on the run with US Marshal Jackson Walker to stay
one step ahead of a killer at Christmas.
Finding Redemption Ranch (Edenton Bay Romance Series,
Book 2) Recurve Press, LLC
Reprint of the original, first published in 1859. The publishing
house Anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints. Due to
their age, these books may have missing pages or inferior
quality. Our aim is to preserve these books and make them
available to the public so that they do not get lost.
The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations BoD – Books on
Demand
Invest your time in reading the true masterpieces of world
literature, the great works of the greatest masters of their
craft, the revolutionary works, the timeless classics and the
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eternally moving poetry of words and storylines every person
should experience in their lifetime: Strange Case of Dr Jekyll
and Mr Hyde (Robert Louis Stevenson) A Doll's House
(Henrik Ibsen) A Tale of Two Cities (Charles Dickens)
Dubliners (James Joyce) A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man (James Joyce) War and Peace (Leo Tolstoy) Howards
End (E. M. Forster) Le Père Goriot (Honoré de Balzac)
Sense and Sensibility (Jane Austen) Anne of Green Gables
Series (L. M. Montgomery) The Wind in the Willows
(Kenneth Grahame) Gitanjali (Rabindranath Tagore) Diary
of a Nobody (Grossmith) The Beautiful and Damned (F.
Scott Fitzgerald) Moll Flanders (Daniel Defoe) 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea (Jules Verne) Gulliver's Travels
(Jonathan Swift) The Last of the Mohicans (James Fenimore
Cooper) Peter and Wendy (J. M. Barrie) The Three
Musketeers (Alexandre Dumas) Iliad & Odyssey (Homer)
Kama Sutra Dona Perfecta (Benito Pérez Galdós) The
Divine Comedy (Dante) The Rise of Silas Lapham (William
Dean Howells) The Book of Tea (Kakuzo Okakura) Madame
Bovary (Gustave Flaubert) The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Victor Hugo) Red and the Black (Stendhal) Rob Roy
(Walter Scott) Barchester Towers (Anthony Trollope) Uncle
Tom's Cabin (Harriet Beecher Stowe) Three Men in a Boat
(Jerome K. Jerome) Tristram Shandy (Laurence Sterne)
Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy) My Antonia (Willa
Cather) The Age of Innocence (Edith Wharton) The
Awakening (Kate Chopin) Babbitt (Sinclair Lewis) The Four
Just Men (Edgar Wallace) Of Human Bondage (W.
Somerset Maugham) The Portrait of a Lady (Henry James)
Fathers and Sons (Ivan Turgenev) The Voyage Out (Virginia
Woolf) Life is a Dream (Pedro Calderon de la Barca) Faust
(Goethe) Thus Spoke Zarathustra (Friedrich Nietzsche)
Autobiography (Benjamin Franklin) The Yellow Wallpaper
(Charlotte Perkins Gilman)
Catalog of Copyright Entries Routledge
Book
The Irish Cottage: Finding Elizabeth Oxford [England] :
Oxford University Press
Natalia Will I Ever Find You? By: Freddy Linares In late
spring James Feanch and Elizabeth Flannigan had a fateful
meeting at the entrance of Tiny Hill High School. There,
love found its way into these teenagers’ hearts and a
beautiful long-lasting romance ensued. After they completed
their education they got married and had a beautiful baby
girl whom they named Natalia. Five years later misfortune
arrived at their doorstep, uninvited. While Natalia was
playing on the front porch of this young family’s home
James inadvertently discovered that his precious Natalia
was being snatched away from his life while he was shaving
in the master bathroom of their two-story home. He went
down to rescue Natalia who was shouting for help during
the ordeal. When he got to her it was too late as he saw the
assailants running away from the front porch with his
daughter. The life of this young father became a horrifying
nightmare. Would Natalia ever be found? Join the author
and find out how the life of this young family unfolded.
Would Natalia ever return?
The Historian Van Rye Publishing, LLC
The Message of A Course in Miracles is the first volume of
a paragraph-by-paragraph translation of A Course in
Miracles into plain, everyday language which brings its
loving message to the surface so that you can attain a

deeper understanding of it faster. It is for anyone seeking a
simple and clear means for attaining lasting inner peace.
Message Of A Course In Miracles: A Trans Harper Collins
Would you like it if one of the greatest preachers could help you
prepare your sermons? How about 20+ ministers to assist you
with your sermon? Joseph Exell included content from some of
the most famous preachers such as Dwight L. Moody, Charles
Spurgeon, J. C. Ryle, Charles Hodge, Alexander MacLaren,
Adam Clark, Matthew Henry and many more. He compiled this
56 volume Biblical Illustrator Commentary and Delmarva
Publications, Inc. is publishing it in a 6 volume digital set with a
linked table of contents for ease of studying. This set includes
the analysis on entire Bible, Old and New Testament. Complete
your resources with this Biblical Illustrator by Joseph Exell.
The Correspondence of Elizabeth Stuart, Queen of
Bohemia, Volume II Peter Haring Judd
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new edge-of-your-seat
romances for one great price, available now! This Harlequin
Intrigue bundle includes Blood on Copperhead Trail by
Paula Graves, Rocky Mountain Revenge by Cindi Myers
and Rancher Rescue by Barb Han. Catch a thrill with 6 new
edge-of-your-seat romances every month from Harlequin
Intrigue!
Escaping Me Little, Brown
Revenge. Betrayal. Retribution. That’s the Russian way. Seattle
businessman Alexander Volkow arrives in Crossroads, Alabama
and buys up half of Broad Street. Local residents think he’s
there to buy low and sell high, but he’s really after information
pointing to a hometown hero who’s MIA. Alex is determined to
get his vengeance, leading him to the missing man’s fiancée.
Although Polly Anna swears she doesn’t know where Billy is,
she might offer Alex the payback he’s looking for with her sweet
Southern charm and hot little body. The problem is her sexy
snort might lure him back for more. He’ll do anything to get his
revenge ... even pretend to fall in love. Polly Anna Coots is
searching for a way out. Escaping Crossroads is the only way to
survive Billy. Everyone thinks he’s MIA, and no one wishes it’s
true more than Polly Anna’s battered body, but someone’s
been stalking her. All she needs to make her getaway are the
profits from her organic cotton crop, but Alexander Volkow is the
only man who’ll buy it and he wants more than a business deal.
She’s been with a possessive, domineering man before—there’s
no way she’s getting in bed with a secretive Russian playboy ...
especially one who’s after something more than another notch
in his bed post. In a small Southern town filled with secrets that
fuel the smoldering fire burning between them, can either one of
them get Just Close Enough?
Elizabeth Wade White Papers Catalog and Finding Aid, Vol 2 e-
artnow
This major new edition of The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
offers the broadest and most up-to-date coverage of quotations
available today. Now with 20,000 quotations arranged by author,
this is Oxford's largest quotations dictionary ever. As well as
quotations from traditional sources,and with improved coverage
of world religions and classical Greek and Latin literature, this
foremost dictionary of quotations now covers areas such as
proverbs and nursery rhymes. For the first time there are special
sections for Advertising Slogans, Epitaphs, Film Lines, and
Misquotations, whichbring together topical and related quotes,
and allow you to browse through the best quotations on a given
subject. In this new fifth edition there is enhanced accessibility
with a new thematic index to help you find the best quotes on a
chosen subject, more in-depth details of the earliest traceable
source, an extensive keyword index, and biographical cross-
references, so you will easily be able to findquotations for all
occasions, and identify who said what, where, and when.
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The Roll of the Drums (The Amish of Weaver's Creek Book #2)
Weinstein Books
Harlequin® Historical brings you three new titles for one great price,
available now! Thisbox set includes: FAMILIAR STRANGER IN
CLEAR SPRINGS (Western) Heroes of San Diego by Kathryn
Albright When Tom Barrington strolls back into her life, Elizabeth
Morley can't believe it. He oncebroke her heart, and now he's
back—more irresistible than ever! SCOUNDREL OF DUNBOROUGH
(Medieval) The Knights' Prizes by Margaret Moore How will novice
Celeste D'Orleau resist temptation when seeing her childhood hero
Gerrardof Dunborough makes her dream of pleasures that will soon
be forbidden? ONE NIGHT WITH THE VIKING (Viking) Viking
Warriors by Harper St. George After two years of Kadlin yearning for
Gunnar, now he's back. Can Kadlin learn to trusthim and reveal the
true consequence of their one night together?Look for 6 compelling
new stories every month from Harlequin® Historical!
The Book of Martyrs, Or, Christian Martyrology: Containing an
Authentic and Historical Relation of Many Dreadful Persecutions
Against the Church of Christ, from the Death of Abel to the Beginning
of the Nineteenth Century. Being a Particular Account of All the
Martyrs of the Old and New Testaments, and the Ten Great
Persecutions Under the Roman Emperors, with the Persecutions
Exercised by the Papists in England and Other Parts of Europe.
Including Every Important Relation in Fox's Book of Martyrs, and Also
All the Essential Parts of Every Work on the Subject which Has
Appeared Since that Publication Yale University Press
My name is Danielle. I'm eighteen. I've been stealing things for as
long as I can remember. Dani has been trained as a thief by the
best—her mother. Together, they move from town to town, targeting
wealthy homes and making a living by stealing antique silver. They
never stay in one place long enough to make real connections, real
friends—a real life. In the beach town of Heaven, though, everything
changes. For the first time, Dani starts to feel at home. She's making
friends and has even met a guy. But these people can never know the
real Dani—because of who she is. When it turns out that her new
friend lives in the house they've targeted for their next job and the
cute guy is a cop, Dani must question where her loyalties lie: with the
life she's always known—or the one she's always wanted.
The New Yale Book of Quotations Harlequin
Jack finally receives a coded message from his brother Max, possibly
detailing his whereabouts. But duty calls, and Jack is whisked away to
the sweltering savannah of Kenya before he can decipher it. Once
there, a wise and kind Masai chief alerts Jack to a series of elephant
killings where the corpses have been robbed of their tusks. Jack must
find the malevolent ring of poachers responsible before more of these
endangered species are destroyed.
The Works of Elizabeth Gaskell, Part I Vol 2 Juliet Gauvin
Ruby Weaver's curly red hair isn't the only thing that sets her apart
from her Amish community in 1863. Twenty-eight and single, Ruby
doesn't believe a woman needs to be married in order to be happy.
Her ailing friend Lovinia Fischer, however, has other ideas and wants
Ruby to promise to marry her husband after she dies. Never
imagining she'd have to fulfill that vow, Ruby agrees. And she's not
the only one. Lovinia has extracted a similar promise from her
husband, Gideon. With both Ruby and Gideon reluctant to keep their
promises, a compromise must be reached. Ruby will spend her days
with Gideon's family--helping to raise the children and keep the
house--but her nights will be spent at her sister's neighboring house.
But this arrangement raises eyebrows in their conservative Amish
community, and it soon becomes clear that Ruby must make a
decision--marry Gideon or turn her back on her friend, the children
she's grown to love . . . and their father.
Mademoiselle Rowman & Littlefield
The Correspondence of Elizabeth Stuart is the first
complete edition of Elizabeth Stuart's letters ever published.
Volume II covers the years between 1632 and 1642:
Elizabeth's life as a widow controlling the regency during
her eldest son's minority and imprisonment.
Letters from Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, to Mrs. Montagu,
Between the Years 1755 and 1800 Oxford University Press
All she wants to do is forget. Forget the memory of walking in on

her boyfriend in the middle of, well, another girl. Forget how she
had her entire life planned out. And forget about being perfect all
the time. Unfortunately, she is Whitney Vandaveer, and despite
the fact that she has moved to the middle of nowhere—she
can't.He's always known he would never be more than nothing.
No job, no money, no future. Cole Pritchett has accepted the fact
that he will always be the screw up, and he is okay with it. Until
he meets her.Here's the thing they quickly find out—sometimes
we all need a little help escaping who we think we are.
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